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« Among the 3000 organisations that 
we examined, very few – and maybe 
even none of them – confront the 
depth of human suffering with such 
a courageous and coherent form of 
action as Voix Libres.»

Mirjam Schöning 
Director of the Schwab Foundation, Geneva

« During 25 years in the field
of international development,
I never met an NGO as efficient 
and original as Voix Libres, 
because it is based on love.  »

Pierre Pradervand 
Writer and development specialist

Voix Libres is an NGO founded
by Marianne Sébastien, recipient of the
- Prize of « Woman Entrepreneur of the year » 2007
- International Prize for Human Rights 2017

« The miracles… ? 
You yourself make them happen 

with the power of love. »

On the basis of criteria taking into 
account its impact, innovativeness
and durability, Voix Libres was classified 
the 58th best NGO in the world 
 

•	 an innovative vision with solutions 
suggested by the children themselves 
as well as the headquarters in Bolivia.

•	 a constant commitment to the task 
in the manner of the very best of 
mountain climbers.

•	 an efficient economic model  
which guarantees sustainability. 

« Few NGOs dare dive into the 
sheer hell where these children
live as Voix Libres does. »

J-C Nothias - Fondateur Top500Ngos -  
www.top500ngos.net



 I am happy to receive this prize which is also yours
and that of our teams in Bolivia and Europe.

From the bottom of my heart, thank you for your generosity and your trust…
which has opened a pathway of justice and autonomy for 2 million people.

This prize does not offer money but visibility,
an invaluable acknowledgment of our 24 year commitment.

A societal revolution in Bolivia …

Together, we have given a meaning to violence and cruelty.
We have understood that the real crisis is not economic and social, 

but a crisis of love.
The children have created their own government.

The “Fire Women” have freed up their speaking to combat impunity.
The assassins, rapists, prisoners have become the “Men of Peace”.

A new civil society decides its own destiny.
If they become decision-makers …

… well then democracy regains its meaning and love regains its place.

Violence, misery and suffering will not have the last word.
Freedom is the founder of all creations and inventions…

Freedom is an immense space in the heart
   from which springs the sacred fire of authentic transformation.

Founder of Voix Libres International, her humanitarian commitment has been 
acknowledged by numerous prizes. With a training in the fields of social issues, pedagogy 
and literature, she has an exemplary path as business manager, singer and therapist.

Her utopia of creating a society based on mutual solidarity run by young people who 
worked in the mines, street kids and children raised on city dumps has become a reality. In 
24 years, two million beneficiaries have transformed deep poverty into a positive strategy.

In Europe, Marianne Sébastien proposes to universities and the CEO’s of Airbus, Safran, 
Auchan, Léa Nature, and others, holistic management techniques.

The key to all these results is an innovative form of management inspired by scientific 
and quantum research. All the leaders in Bolivia have had the opportunity to liberate 
their traumas and the bad treatments they received at one time so as to enable them to 
become creative and efficient.

Marianne Sébastien

marianne@voixlibres.org



… there were 12 children victims of inhuman work conditions at the bottom of the Cerro Rico 
mountain in Potosi Bolivia, where 8 million people died since colonial times at 4500 meters …

I just heard their silent cries of martyrs …

Celestino had just died, crushed under collapsing rocks at 14.

They decided he would be the last victim and that together they would eradicate child labour 
in the Potosi mines, where the average lifespan for men is 33 years and they drink 90° alcohol to 
ward off death …

Today the 12 children have accomplished their mission. Child labour in the mines, in the city 
dumps and shantytown has to a great extent been eradicated.

24 years later...
beneficiaries 

beneficiaries solely in 2016 

beneficiaries of micro-credit 
without interest 

new women entrepreneurs 

school bags full of school 
supplies distributed in 2016 

people – local authorities, police-
men, parents, professors, children, 
adolescents, have received a spe-
cial training on a specific kind of 
education called “good treatment” 

people have been sensitized 
thanks to the activities of the 
“Love brigades”

infrastructures have been 
built or renovated 

agreements have been signed 
with the offices of mayors and 
public or private organizations 

2 million

202 000 

125 000 

 
4315

33 600 

79 000 

 

43 000 

 
245 

263

200

15

3

20

Once upon a time….

Creation of the “Government of the Young People”
The children working in the mines, city dumps and the street children have created a “Government of the Young”, 

leaders who have become experts in transforming the very worst conditions into unexpected opportunities.

They have created the Alliance against Violence which groups around twenty public and private institutions. 
They have managed to cut violence by half in one year in hundreds of villages and shantytowns.

is the number of Voix Libres em-
ployees in Bolivia

There exist fifteen solidarity based 
businesses exporting two contain-
ers full of handicrafts and quinoa 
grains per year.

There exist three “Cities of Good-
ness” which are homes to 200 
persons who have come out of 
poverty or are former delinquents 

Voix Libres has been the recipient 
of twenty international prizes and 
seven prizes given in November 
2017 by the mayor’s office of the 
city of Cochabamba, the Ministry 
of Justice, the prize of Defender of 
the people, etc.

In 2017, the International 
Human Rights Prize was given 
to Marianne Sébastien.
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“They became builders
and in building,

they rebuilt their lives»

A new model 
to eradicate 
violence 
and misery

The strong aspects of Voix Libres
u No social development without inner development 
     The liberation of traumas and of creativity through music, singing, dancing and writing 

u Multiplication: solidarity contracts and demanding ethical values 
      Each one must transmit all that they know … and feel a guardian of their community. 

u Transparency: 100% of the money given, of the sponsorships and micro-credits, finance projects in Bolivia.
Internal and external financial audits in Bolivia and Europe.

u Women and girls: they became initiators and actors of sustainable development.
More than 80% of the employees of Voix Libres and beneficiaries of micro-credits are women

u  Government by the young 
      Today having acquired a training or a diploma, they guarantee a lasting commitment based on solidarity 

u Autonomy: thanks to micro-credits without interest.
The beneficiaries are not dependant on outside support but become entrepreneurs.

u Export of containers to Europe: 
     100% of the profits of these “solidarity sales” return to Bolivia to finance projects benefiting children 

u Civil society decides:
      The “Fire Women” fight against feminicides. 
     The “Men of Peace”, former murderers, rapists, robbers and delinquents become ambassadors of non-violence

« Hoy por ti, mañana  por mí »
says the Indian
Today for you,

tomorrow for me.

THE WaLIPINaS
Partly underground 
greenhouses at 
14’000 feet which 
enable four harvests 
per year while using 
80% less water
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From darkness to light 
« Give me hell rather than this life, for I do not know hell, but I do know this life ».  These were the words 
of  Sofia, 31 years old and a mine worker on the Cerro Rico.  Today, the women slaves of Potosi have 
become entrepreneurs…manufacturing rainbow-hued candles, which they successfully export. 

From bitter cold to alpaca ponchos 
These women, who literally used to freeze to death, now make the softest alpaca ponchos, 
for themselves, their families and also for the export market.

From rubbish to health, thanks to quinoa 
These 3’000 people used to find their food on rubbish dumps…today they manage our biological quinoa 
firm of the salar d’Uyuni, deserted by local farmers…a hundred or so families who had sought exile in 
slums have returned to cultivate 500 hectares of quinoa, for themselves and for the export market.
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From injustice to productive prisons 
83% of prisoners are still awaiting judgement, given the 7 years’ delay in judicial procedure.  

Since 1994, we have allocated 12’000 interest-free micro-credits in 8 prisons and trained prisoners 
in non-violence.  Today, these have become model prisons based on ‘Good Treatment’, the rules of which 

they manage themselves.  They repay 98% of the micro-credits, have transformed their prisons 
into enterprises and have become intra-entrepreneurs.

From hunger to alimentary autonomy 
A handful of our young agricultural engineers have re-invented ‘walipinas’ :  

the partially subterranean greenhouses offering 4 harvests a year (with an 80% saving of water) on the desertic 
altiplano at a height of 4’200 metres, in order to feed the hungry children from hundreds of schools.

From violence to the rules of Good Treatment 
70% of women and 83% of children are victims of violence in Bolivia !  The Young People’s Government has 

edited 15 pages of new laws adopted by the Legislative Assembly.

Instead of ‘The Fight against Violence’, we prefer positive language : ‘The Campaign for Good Treatment’, 
which enables us to accept and transform the lives of perpetrators of violence, rapists and killers.
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Kutaka Zihalirwa, 9 ans, 
is an orphan.  He lost his mother
in the Congolese mines when he was 2.  
« Thanks to you I have become a free 
schoolchild with nice clothes.  
If I could meet Voix Libres, 
I would give them a big 
bottle of banana juice !.... 

Where ?
In the slums of Bukavu, 
in the south of Kivu (RDC), 
the women live with their 
children (often the fruit of 
rapes) and with the street-
children that they foster : 
8 to 16 children per household…
with no drinking water, 
no electricity, no husbands, 
no hope.

With whom ?
With an association of 
committed nurses (AFIA-FEV) 
and the accountant of Dr. 
Mukwege, author of the book 
‘The Man who repairs Women’.  
Sakharov Prize, 2014.

In 2016, Voix Libres responded to the call of women 
survivors of the Congolese genocide, which opposed 
the RDC and the rebels of the National Congress 
of the Defence of the People.

During this war, between 1996 and 2003, the systematic 
rape of women and children was used as a belligerent arm.

This conflict cost the lives of more than a million women, 
not only raped, but whose genital organs were mutilated.

Today, 250 women benefit from our micro-credits 
and are finally able to feed their children !

Un accompagnement intensif pérennise l’autonomie des femmes
et la générosité des donateurs.

Solidarity-based micro-credits … mean managing your own life !

Voix Libres in Africa

Consolidation
Organizing solidarity-based 

micro-credits and infrastructures

Solidarity
Integrating the group.
Each person becomes

the guardian of others.

Technical training
Literacy,

personal development, 
self-defence

Communication
Becoming capable

of dialogue

Respect
for oneself and for others

in all their diversity

Realization
Work becomes meaningful

Security
The desire

to keep moving.
Planning the project.

Affective support
Suffering doubles the 
strength of resilience

Love
Fostering each
person’s happiness

Expression
Verbal, musical, vocal
and traditional dance

Responsability
Each person

trains another

Awareness
Coherence between

having, doing and being

Before...the Kivu survivors…

Singing, after receiving micro-credits
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« Solidarity-based micro-credits ?
They are a shared responsibility ! 

And you certainly have to be brave 
to allocate micro-credits to prisoners, 

allowing them to become non-violent 
entrepreneurs…

Voix Libres has turned prisons into
solidarity-based wood-working or jewellery 

enterprises etc…which will not produce
delinquents or hardened criminals,

but rather men of good faith ! »  
Jean Laville, 
expert in ethical 
finance, associate 
of Conser Invest

Solidarity-based micro-credits 
They give credit to your life.  They mean no longer being

a victim…of people or situations.  They mean that you can 
stop complaining and take your life in hand.  They mean that 

you can focus on your extraordinary talents !

Un accompagnement intensif pérennise l’autonomie des femmes
et la générosité des donateurs.

Voix-Libres started distributing solidarity-based, 
interest-free micro-credits in 1993.  Interest is repaid 
in terms of service to the community.  The rotating 
fund completes 4 cycles per year on average.  Credits 
are allocated to the poorest families, living among the 
rubbish tips, the prisons and the mines in Bolivia. 

These micro-credits are an investment resulting in 
independant activities, agriculture, trade or crafts.

The women of Bolivia are silent.  
They have always been silent…

They walk in silence
They cook in silence

They are beaten in silence
They are thrown on to the street in silence

They are raped in silence
They die in silence…. 

Solidarity-based micro-credits … mean managing your own life !

In Bolivia

Consolidation
Organizing solidarity-based 

micro-credits and infrastructures

Solidarity
Integrating the group.
Each person becomes

the guardian of others.

Technical training
Literacy,

personal development, 
self-defence

Communication
Becoming capable

of dialogue

Respect
for oneself and for others

in all their diversity

Realization
Work becomes meaningful

Security
The desire

to keep moving.
Planning the project.

Affective support
Suffering doubles the 
strength of resilience

Love
Fostering each
person’s happiness

Expression
Verbal, musical, vocal
and traditional dance

Responsability
Each person

trains another

Awareness
Coherence between

having, doing and being

Before...in Potosi, 4’200 metres altitude

No longer paralysed by fear, they can finally breathe freely !
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Si je glisse... je meurs Enfants des mines Julia, garde-mines à Potosí

« Que vais-je faire avec 
mes 5 enfants?...

 Moi qui ne gagne 
pas de quoi manger. 
Impossible d’envoyer 

mes enfants à l’école... »

Une lueur
d’espoir dans

l’enfer...

Why?  
Because school is an 
impossible dream for 
the poorest of the poor… 
Bolivian authorities provide 
no learning materials, 
no food and very few 
teachers and schools

Only education can raise 
awareness. Finally, they will 
succeed at school and express 
themselves…

School for all !

« What can I do with
my 5 children ?...

I can’t even earn enough
to feed them.  It’s impossible

to send them to school… »

A glimmer
of hope in the 

darkness of hell



Campaign for Good Treatment
10 years of judicial evolution in Bolivia

Why? 
In Latin America, Bolivia 
holds the record for abuse

For whom? 
- Victims
- Abusers
- Authorities
- Society

Guarantee of Sustainability
- 85% of staff are women (70% in leading positions)
- 45% of former beneficiaries lead the Association’s projects
- 100% of delegates and volunteers multipliers and autonomous
- The protective norms of Human Rights are progressively applied and evolve authorities create more posts for women

Where?

Voix Libres in 4 
departments :

- Cochabamba
- Potosi
- La Paz
- Oruro

Prevention

Assistance

Protection

Creating
Autonomy

Tools

Conventions

Public impact

Campaigns
and training

for Good Treatment

Immediate 
help

Training in
healthcare

Personal:
appropriate therapies

Free phone line
to denounce 

abuse

Government 
authorities

Working with local
and governmental 

authorities

Municipal
commission
for Women

Educational 
districts

Creating
new laws 
‘Law 348’

Other
NGO’s

Decentralisation
of our services

Pressure of civil 
society ‘Mujeres

de Fuego’

Legal
assistance

Creating protective 
networks between 

neighbours

Economic:
solidarity-based

micro-credits

Training/prevention 
‘Good Treatment’ pack

Mayors’ 
offices Universities

Family
planning

Training in 
healthcare

Sanitary
follow-up

Raising awareness of 
the need to denounce 

abuse and provide help

Entrepreneurial:
micro-enterprises

Feminine 
love

brigades

Alliance
between 32 public/
private institutions

Masculine 
love

brigades

u    7 out of 10 women are abused

u    3 out of 10 women break their silence

u    9 out of 10 women return to live with their abuser
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The children from Hell are writing 
their new present in sun-blessed 
letters…they are building the City 
of Goodness... An oasis of tenderness 
and music in this world of warfare 
and injustice..

Because the chaos was total, we 
have discovered what we weren’t 
even looking for…

Marianne Sébastien

They used to live in mines, prisons and rubbish heaps..
Today they are building the ‘Ciudad de la Bondad’ 
in the countryside near Cochabamba in Bolivia…

…the outcome of 24 years of work creating a 
new society founded on the values of the heart, 

immediate efficiency and love in action…

The City of Goodness symbolises the incarnation  of a new humanity 
which is already in progress…And the good news doesn’t come from 

above, but from those that society has left at the very bottom..What a 
lesson we learn from these children…abused, deprived of dignity and 

education, today they are at the pinnacle of innovation, in terms of 
housing, agriculture and social insertion…

They have become the alchimists who transform misery and poverty 
into joy and abundance.  In a world where we spend our time defining 

problems, they show us how we, too, can give voice to our most 
beautiful ideals.

Marc de la Ménardière 
Producer of the film  

“En quête de sens”

The City of Goodness
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Singing so as not to die
The only real time is the present moment…

each instant is the most beautiful
moment in my life.

You have to be sincere when you lead.  
There is no room for fear, moods, hesitation.  
I plunge deeply into inspiration to eradicate 

suffering and bring about instantant joy.

Singing is the perfect way to accomplish 
this, because one is overcome by a tidal 

wave of beauty and energy which allows us 
to let go…especially of our own small world 

of personal will.  Every cell in our bodies 
vibrates in harmony and put us in a state 

of immediate action.  This does not give me 
intrinsic wisdom, but translates into infused 

action.  Action springing from my soul
and my heart. 

I AM the children
My tears belong to the children who cannot understand their torment,

who suffer with acceptance, whose coughs cannot be calmed
who work like beasts and who nobody saves…

I suffer for the child whose spirit is locked in and who no longer feels,
neither his cold feet, nor the threat of death.

He never asks for help but he twists and twists his little hands

The only story is that of their suffering.  They are the quintessential emblem,
victims of the most lethal poison, that which exists in the heart of men

I walk alongside the children in their broken shoes, their feet dirty and scarred.
My heart is under the earth, with those who live in the depths…

I love you and I wonder at how you adapt to life
Like rays of sunshine piercing the thorny brambles.

Mamita Marianna
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Voix Libres - afia-Fev, Congo Kivu Voix Libres Strasburg

Christine Petton – Voix Libres, Brittany

Reino – Voix Libres Blois 
and Voix Libres Finland

Voix Libres, Geneva

Padre Santiago

Foundation 
Voix Libres, 

Bolivia

Timaline my daughter
Maison Chance, Vietnam

Vincent, my son, and Koulma Francoise Duparc 
Voix Libres Haute-Savoie

Christine van den Bussche
Voix Libres, Belgium

Mercedes Cortez, 
co-ordinator in Bolivia

Judith, a great leader †
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25th November 2017, the Voix Libres pluri-disciplinary team in Potosi
composed of children that we have nurtured !

Voix Libres Genève
Rue des Grottes 32

1201 Genève
Tel (0041)22 733 03 03

voixlibres@voixlibres.org

Postfinance - CCP: 12-26524-5
IBAN:

CH68 0900 0000 1202 6524 5
BIC: POFICHBEXXX

Banque Cantonale de Genève:
IBAN:

CH08 0078 8000 A310 0731 0
BIC:

BCGECHGGXXX

Voix Libres Strasbourg
15 quai St-Nicolas
67000 Strasbourg

Tel (0033)3 88 36 61 33
strasbourg@voixlibres.org

Crédit coopératif Strasbourg
IBAN:

FR76 4255 9000 8121 0286 4330 694
BIC:

CCOPFRPPXXX

Voix Libres Belgique
Avenue Jeanne 23

1050 Bruxelles
Tel (+322)6 73 88 75

BNP PARIBAS FORTIS Banque: 210-
0573517-08

IBAN:
BE63 2100 5735 1708

BIC: 
GEBABEBB

THANK YOU
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♥ Make a contribution to the children working in mines

♥ Sponsor a child : 30 francs/euros per month 
      But feel free to decide yourself how much you would like to give 

♥ Finance a micro-credit
      So that a mother can launch her own knitting enterprise

Tax deductible

100% of contributions 
finance our projects 

Administrative costs are covered
by subscriptions and sponsors. 

One of our generous donors finances
this publication

« I’m sponsoring
a child !  

With what I earn in an hour,
I can support a child for a 
month….you can, too ! »

Marlène

Visit our Gift Shop! 
Switzerland: Grottes 32, 1201 Geneva (5 minutes on foot behind the station)
France: 15 quai St-Nicolas, 67000 Strasbourg

The shop is open 
from Monday 
morning until 
Saturday evening

Profits from sales go
towards the autonomy
of women who are experts 
in the arts of sewing
and weaving.e.

THANKS TO YOu, 
WOMEN IN BOLIVIA 
HAVE REdISCOVEREd 
HOPE !

All contributions, even the most modest, are welcome…
...every penny counts !

You canalso visitour on-linestore  

voixlibres.org


